Northern Warning Lights: Ambiguities of Environmental Security in Finland and Sweden
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Abstract: As the literature on environmental security has evolved and widened, knowledge of the full range of potential consequences of environmental change for different societies remains scattered. This article contributes to a more comprehensive approach to the implications of environmental change by providing a three-level framework of the security impacts. In particular, it will address gaps in knowledge by pointing out the relevance of geopolitical and structural factors behind environmental security impacts. The article will focus on the cases of two countries, Finland and Sweden—both seen as stable, high-income democracies that are well equipped to adapt to climate risks. Yet even under these conditions, preparedness to threat-prevention will not follow without a recognition of the full range of risks, including ones that are linked to socio-economic and geopolitical factors. On the basis of the Finnish and Swedish cases, the article proposes an analytical framework of three categories of environmental security impacts: local, geopolitical and structural.
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1. Introduction

During recent years, the perceived magnitude and severity of different kinds of environmental threats have been on the rise. For example the World Economic Forum annual survey [1] shows that there has been a clear shift from economic to environmental threats between 2009 and 2019. As the severity of environmental problems that the world is facing is increasingly understood, the risks that they pose to societies also become more apparent. Although the impacts endured in different parts of the world will vary considerably, no region will be fully spared from the consequences [2–4]. Environmental security literature has aimed to explore the interactions between environmental change and society in various geographic and societal contexts [5–7].

Analyses tend to focus on regions where environmental impacts are manifest concretely. These tend to also be regions where changes are acutely felt due to their severity, the fragility of local communities or a combination of both [3]. Studies have examined direct security links caused by the interactions between the environment, access to natural resources and threatened livelihoods [8]. These are especially apparent in post-conflict or high conflict risk areas [9,10]. Meanwhile, impacts that are less local and more geopolitical tend to be neglected [11]. In addition, less attention has so far been paid to the security impacts of the society-wide transformations that will be necessary to both mitigate climate change and to adapt to it [12,13]. Key sectors like energy, food production and transportation should already be adjusting to a changing environment while also being restructured to be sustainable...
in the long run [14–16]. Moreover, these impacts concern industrialized and developing countries alike and therefore need to be analyzed on a case-by-case basis but in a global context.

Our focus here is on two countries, Finland and Sweden. As Nordic countries, they are exposed to relatively severe climate induced risks, as the impacts of climate change are more profound in the Northern latitudes than the global average [17–19]. On the other hand, as stable, high-income democracies they are considered to be well equipped to adapt to new conditions and therefore not highly vulnerable to the risks [20]. These two reasons make Finland and Sweden excellent case studies to analyse the security implications of environmental change in the context of “stable Western democracies” which should be equipped to deal with the consequences.

We distinguish between two steps that are necessary for preparedness to threat-prevention to follow: the full range of risks needs to adequately be recognised, and deliberate policy measures need to be taken to address them. In this article, we focus on the recognition of risks, which in most cases will need to precede policy-making. Therefore, we identify cases where an explicit link has been made between environment and security and point out linkages that appear to be missing from these analyses. An examination of the decision-making and policy-context is beyond the scope of this paper, but we are developing another manuscript on that theme. While there are several analyses in the literature that consider what environmental security could ideally entail [21–23], we turn to look at what are the issues countries, as security actors, have already recognised. On the basis of our analysis we point out aspects that are, in light of theoretical research, missing from their analyses and that should be taken into account in order to provide grounds for sound policy-making.

The Nordic countries therefore constitute an interesting case where the ability to prepare and adapt to climate change depends more on the level of analysis than on technical capacity alone. In addition, they provide a perspective beyond the direct ecological risks of environmental change, emphasising instead the security impacts associated with the societal transformation required to mitigate and adapt to it. The discussion of two countries instead of only one makes it possible to make comparisons and to identify differences caused by the approaches chosen by the two countries.

The paper will proceed by first giving a brief overview of current environmental security literature, pointing out gaps concerning societal transformations. This will yield the basis of our categorization of environmental security impacts into local, geopolitical and structural ones. Then, we consider the Nordic country cases, outlining the major environmental security threats they are facing and that they recognise in their current strategic assessments. In particular, we focus on the gap in preparedness concerning the adaptation to a world with zero CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. Finally, the paper will conclude by proposing a new, comprehensive framework for more effectively taking environmental security impacts into account.

2. Theoretical Approaches to Environmental Security

As a theoretical concept, environmental security is by no means a neglected topic. Starting with the rise of the wider approach to security at the end of the Cold War, the literature has ranged from environmental causes of conflict [24–26] to the threats of pollution to human health [3]. Due in part to the variety of topics it covers, however, the discussion often runs into ambiguities and inconsistencies with regard to specific impacts on society.

Environmental security literature has traditionally been divided between two major strands, one focusing on conflict and the other on human security. What a majority of the research suggests, however, is that environmental security usually is closely linked to societal and political factors and is virtually impossible to reduce to straightforward causal relations. Conflicts, for instance, do not stem from one environmental cause, but may occur when environmental factors are combined with other ones, such as governance [21,27], population growth [28], health [29], migration [30] or excessive resource extraction [31,32]. Human security, on the other hand, considers environmental threats to be linked to various other factors that increase vulnerability, such as deteriorating health, welfare, livelihoods or equality [3,23,33,34].
The indirect character of many environmental security impacts makes their prediction and management all the more difficult. Knowledge about environmental changes has to be combined with knowledge on socio-economic and political developments that are difficult to predict as such, resulting in prognoses so complex and uncertain that their information-value suffers considerably. Moreover, direct impacts that are experienced locally in one place may be felt indirectly elsewhere as a result of geopolitical linkages [35]. If environmental security is able to render these complex connections visible, it can offer a means to examine and potentially resolve environmental problems in a way that takes their cross-sectoral implications into account.

Yet the idea of environmental security as an overarching framework for multi-faceted analysis counters theoretical views that consider it an inherently reductive concept. According to Deudney [36], Aradau [37] and Bettini [38], among others, the linkage to security may lead to the use of force and to politics of emergency. This echoes the securitisation framework first introduced by Buzan, Waever and de Wilde [39], who argue that the introduction of new issues into the security sector will often have the effect of moving them beyond normal democratic discourse. Others, however, question whether this always is the logic emerging from securitisation. Trombetta [40] argues that appeals to security in the environmental sector have yielded new kinds of measures and helped to involve a wider group of actors. For Oels [41], efforts to securitise climate change have given rise to new risk management mechanisms that have had the effect of ‘climatising’ security rather than vice versa.

In fact, it would make sense to acknowledge the security consequences of environmental change well in advance in order to address them through democratic processes as long as they are still in effect. According to Dalby [42], this is becoming more urgent as climate change advances. Policy-making needs to understand and foresee the deep social, political and economic roots of environmental changes and try to affect them before they erupt as crises, rather than seeing crises as externally caused events. Furthermore, this capacity for foresight will have to be built up simultaneously with a vast societal change necessary to mitigate climate change.

Yet current literature does not adequately take into account the societal challenge of climate change. Some studies have pointed out the potential security consequences of climate change mitigation [43] and adaptation [44,45], but are for the most part limited to direct impacts in local contexts. They also focus on the Global South, where such efforts have been carried out through development cooperation projects [46]. This tendency may help to maintain the false impression that countries in the North will easily be able to deal with the repercussions of climate change that they face [47]. In a more global context, the security impact of mitigation has primarily been discussed with regard to climate geoengineering, which could potentially have significant consequences on ecosystems and societies [48–50]. However, policy discussion about its actual utilisation has so far remained marginal [51].

The focus on direct impacts and specific one-off mitigation actions runs the risk of neglecting the extent to which climate change and its prevention will influence production patterns, politics and societies as a whole [14,15]. This has been noted by Dalby [11], who argues that geophysical factors will increasingly have a role at the core of geopolitics. In terms of policy planning, the attention will therefore have to shift from a traditional focus on military power to issues like energy, food systems and infrastructure. In particular, Dalby highlights the need to acknowledge the economic foundations of environmental problems and a necessity to reconsider current production patterns. Environmental problems tend to transcend territorial state borders, and cannot be defended against with the use of force. They call for coordination, anticipation and foresight rather than a reaction to a threat that has already occurred. In other words, a transformation in geophysical and societal factors will require a corresponding transformation in our thinking about security and its governance [11].

The approaches linking environment to the human security approach offer some pathways to transformative thinking. Through a recognition of the economic, social, institutional, political, cultural, and technological factors, it allows for analyses that set environmental change into its context [52]. As such, it creates an interface between these fields, bringing in actors outside traditional formulations
of security and encouraging interactions between them [53]. As proposed above by Trombetta [40] and Oels [41], it may therefore have a democratising impact on security discourse, as it disperses power from political elites to the wider society. Such an approach has the potential to encourage participatory processes of decision-making, which help to avoid resorting to the kind of extreme measures, such as geoengineering, that Dalby warns against [54]. However, policy discussion about such consequences still remains marginal, as Corry has pointed out [51].

New kinds of security thinking may already be overdue if they aim to reinforce democratic procedures rather than to erode them. As the consequences of climate change become more acute and its prevention more urgent, the potential for the use of force or restrictive measures increases. One of the scholars behind the original securitisation framework, Jaap de Wilde, has observed that the structures of society can either be changed voluntarily and in an orderly manner, or violently and randomly through environmental crises [55]. As long as countries do not adequately take these impacts into account, they are unlikely to fully engage in implementing policies to address them. The key question therefore is how environmental security can be implemented into policy in a measured and premeditated way.

Previous literature shows that environmental security cannot be construed through a single, uniform perspective—on the contrary, it requires a way of recognising the diversity of environmental impacts. This also suggests that analytical tools for environmental security have to be developed and adapted to the needs of individual cases,—although they must also be understood in the context of the wider environmental security discourse. The following section will consider the cases of Finland and Sweden and aim to come up with an analytical framework to examine different kinds of environmental security impacts from the point of view of individual countries.

3. Materials and Methods

The previous sections suggest that it is possible to discern at least three kinds of environmental security consequences that have not all been recognised to an equal extent. Local impacts, such as the physical impacts of storms or floods, are starting to be acknowledged in both theory and policy-making. There also is an increasing understanding of impacts where environmental change is combined with geopolitical factors, although these are more difficult to predict and prepare for in terms of policy. Meanwhile, the impacts of mitigating and adapting to environmental change are still inadequately addressed in the literature and largely neglected in policy-making.

The present study will address the shortcomings of environmental security analysis through the cases of Finland and Sweden. It will examine the environmental security impacts currently taken into account in the strategic planning of the two countries, while also identifying consequences that are not yet adequately recognised. The aim is to formulate a comprehensive picture of the kinds of impacts that Finland and Sweden are facing, but also to consider the strategic relevance given at state-level to the security impacts of environmental change. Our main focus, therefore, stems from the need to understand the extent to which traditional security and foreign policy analysis has been able to change and incorporate new risks associated with a changing environment. Rather than aim to identify every aspect of environmental change that could have relevance for security, we instead direct our discussion to instances where environmental issues have already been noted in security analyses in Finland and Sweden.

Our perspective also determines our data selection. In order to examine the recognition of environmental impacts in strategic analysis, we look at major state-commissioned research papers and policy documents that have a key role in determining decision-making or significant influence on policy discussion. Due to our focus on decision-making concerning security, we have only looked at assessments that explicitly make the link between security and environment. While we do not argue that no other assessments of environmental impacts or climate mitigation measures exist, these do not take into account the areas of security and foreign policy, which are central to our approach. Based on our survey and focus, the main documents which are analysed here are: Sweden facing climate
change—threats and opportunities (2007) [56], Klimatförändringarnas konsekvenser för samhällsskydd och beredskap—En översikt (The consequences of climate change for the security of the society and preparedness, Sweden 2012) [57], Risker, konsekvenser och sårbarhet för samhället av förändrat klimat—en kunskapsöversikt (Risks, consequences and vulnerability to the society from a changed climate—An overview of capacity) (2012) [58], Klimatförändringarnas indirekta effekter och deras betydelse för Sverige (2014) [59], Crossborder effects of climate change in Finland (2016) [60] and Weather and Climate Risks in Finland—National Assessment (2018) [61]. In addition, some regional and sectoral assessments [62–67] have been examined to gain a more extensive idea of the risks that have been taken into account and that may also be used to inform policy-making.

To guide our analysis, we rely on the observations made above regarding different kinds of consequences that environmental change may have. It will therefore look at environmental security at three levels: local, geopolitical and structural. Local impacts are caused by environmental factors, such as extreme weather, and directed at individuals and the society. In other words, they include impacts on human wellbeing both directly or through critical functions of the society. Geopolitical impacts occur as environmental changes are combined with political and international factors. Finally, structural impacts are caused by the societal transformations that need to be carried out in order to mitigate and adapt to environmental change itself. The assumption here is that structural changes in the economic and political systems will be required to achieve sustainable and secure societies.

For each category of impacts, our analysis proceeds as follows. First, we examine whether the existing assessments take the category into account overall. Second, we look more closely at the kinds of impacts that are recognised and the consequences they are expected to have. Third, on the basis of our analysis of environmental security theory, we aim to identify gaps in the current recognition of impacts.

The focus of this paper is particularly on the two latter kinds of impacts, which tend to be neglected more than local ones. However, rather than predetermining exact characteristics for the categories, the country cases are used to trace potential impacts. The aim is to give substantial examples of environmental security impacts that often remain vague in policy discussion.

As mentioned above, Finland and Sweden are interesting from the point of view of understanding environmental security impacts in the context of countries that are considered to have low vulnerability [68,69] and high capacity to adapt to climate change [70]. This interpretation, however, neglects the less immediate geopolitical impacts as well as societal transformations that cause structural impacts. The cases of Finland and Sweden thus offer grounds for exploring environmental security more comprehensively than merely in terms of immediate and local impacts. Therefore, they also illustrate the need for a more systematic framework for analysing environmental security in order to gauge the full range of impacts.

4. Results: Environmental Security Impacts in Finland and Sweden

4.1. Local Impacts on Environmental Security in Finland and Sweden

Both Finland and Sweden have commissioned research projects to assess local impacts of climate change on the security of their societies. In Sweden, the main document on climate impacts, entitled “Sweden facing climate change—threats and opportunities”, analyses the consequences for various sectors of the society, from transportation to communications, energy and health [56]. The original assessment dates back to 2007, but both the main document and its various attachments have since been updated. In addition to the national level, it also evaluates impacts for individual municipalities or regions [58]. Other authorities, such as the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, have produced similar assessments on sectoral impacts [57]. Both Finland and Sweden are also required to assess ‘vulnerability, risks and climate change impacts’ for their National Communications to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) [62,63]. However, for both countries this section in the report is brief and does not add anything beyond the data in the assessments mentioned above.
In Finland, sectoral impacts have been included directly in a recent assessment of climate impacts. It presents a fairly detailed analysis that also aims to take into account the influence of different future scenarios, although also pointing out the impossibility of covering all potential impacts and interactions [61]. A similar report has previously been prepared on the measures to promote the management of climate risks [64]. Local actors, like the city of Helsinki, have also produced their own assessments [65]. In addition, there are more sectoral assessments, such as a report by the Finnish Climate Change Panel on the expected impacts of climate change on forests, which constitute a crucial economic asset for the country [67].

In both countries, temperatures will rise more than the global average [61]. The change will be more severe in the winter and in northern areas. Finland and Sweden will also experience increased precipitation, potential flooding and other changes in water systems. Overall, weather patterns will become more variable and unpredictable. Both countries will also be affected by rising sea levels and decreased ice cover of the Baltic Sea [56,61].

Both Finnish and Swedish assessments raise the following local impacts on different sectors [56,61]:

- traffic and communications;
- water management;
- health;
- forestry, agriculture, fishery;
- built infrastructure;
- energy sector.

Both Finnish and Swedish analyses point out that the expected impacts rarely pose direct risks to people’s lives. They do point out, however, that severe consequences in different sectors are directed to the security of the society. Heat waves, for instance, are expected to have health effects and a rise in average temperature may increase the occurrence of various transferable diseases. Extreme weather, such as storms and heavy precipitation, may threaten energy supply and distribution. Transportation infrastructure and housing are also at risk of floods, storms and other unexpected weather events [57,61].

Based on the research reports, the kinds of local impacts expected for Finland and Sweden can be contained in such a way that they will not necessarily cause significant damage to society. This, however, requires planning and preventive actions. The fact that the research reports and risk assessments have been state-commissioned and publicly funded suggests a degree of recognition of the relevance of environmental security impacts even in the Nordic context. Especially in the Finnish case, the assessments also provide practical insight to the concrete consequences of environmental impacts and suggest ways to manage them.

However, recognition alone does not amount to action. Practical policy measures are required to achieve any kind of preparedness to deal with environmental security impacts. The current presence and implementation of policies for local environmental security impacts in Finland and Sweden is explored in another article written by us [71]. On the basis of the analysis here, it can be argued that an adequate level of knowledge exists in both countries to form the groundwork for policy.

4.2. Geopolitical Impacts on Environmental Security in Finland and Sweden

As the geopolitical impacts of environmental change can be quite wide-ranging, their assessment may often be limited to sector-based analyses. In Finland, however, a recent study was commissioned to explore the ‘crossborder effects of climate change’ [60]. Meanwhile, in Sweden, one of the updated attachments to the assessment of the impacts of climate change also considers geopolitical impacts. The report calls these ‘indirect’ impacts, but the discussion is strongly on the geopolitical level. However, the report is careful to point out that it is intended as a brief overview rather than as a comprehensive assessment [59]. In the Swedish case, therefore, an overview of the geopolitical impacts appears to be missing.
On the other hand, a report by the Swedish Environmental Institute presenting a Transnational Climate Impacts Index proposes indicators for country-level exposure to transnational impacts of climate change and thereby provides an analytical framework to guide adaptation efforts. Its scope is global and by no means aimed at examining the Swedish situation in particular [35]. Meanwhile, the Mistra Geopolitics project attempts to examine the geopolitical implications of climate change both globally and from the point of view of Sweden and has devised scenarios to take into account the geopolitical interactions, but at the time of writing it has not published reports on the specific impacts in Sweden [72,73]. For Finland, similar geopolitical research with potential strategic impacts on decision-making does not exist.

In its introduction, the Finnish assessment points out ‘chains of events’ as a central feature of the transboundary or geopolitical analysis of environmental change. This underlines the indirect connection between local impacts that take place elsewhere and their consequences that are felt elsewhere through geopolitical, economic or other linkages [60]. The Swedish report refers to the same process as ‘indirect, cross-border and long-distance effects’ [59]. Both assessments therefore emphasise that the countries are in many ways linked to and even dependent on global resource flows and international frameworks, which considerably increases their vulnerability to disruptions in these systems.

The Finnish and Swedish assessments give an outline of potential indirect impacts—also in the Swedish case, as the countries are similar enough in terms of political and structural factors. The reports lists the following issues among those that may have adverse impacts on security [59,60]:

- resources and critical production: price instability, food security, problems in access and supply, damage to infrastructure for trade, passive approach to climate change based on an inadequate risk perception;
- energy: price instability, problems in access and supply, damage to energy infrastructure, rising reinsurance payments;
- international transport: risks associated with new transport routes, damage to transport infrastructure;
- business and finance: uncertainty in global markets, rising reinsurance payments, disruptions in data networks, damaged assets;
- population: unexpected migration flows
- health: new disease risks due to food, population movements and new species;
- biodiversity: risks caused by invasive species e.g. to agriculture and forestry;
- foreign policy: increasing global uncertainty, conflicts, increasing regulation;
- development cooperation: deterioration of the achievement of development goals, increased need for humanitarian relief resources, increased propensity for conflict.

Both reports acknowledge that the intensity of indirect impacts strongly depends on the severity of climate change, but also the development of world economy [59,60]. According to the Finnish assessment, climate change may change competitive advantages between the countries, which will influence the dynamics of global trade. It does not, however, clarify what these changes are in more detail. It may also have physical impacts on critical infrastructure, such as ports and distribution networks, which could cause disruptions on trade routes. This is significant for Finland, where the value of international trade was about 30% of GDP in 2013 and is expected to grow in the coming decades [60].

Yet according to the Finnish assessment, the impacts of climate change on Finnish industry, for instance, will remain small, as most of the source countries of Finnish imports are in Europe, rather than in areas where climate impacts are more significant. Forest industry, which is an important sector for Finland, is noted as a sector that might suffer as over 50% of Finnish forestry production is located in areas of the Global South where production is likely to go down [60]. With regard to energy production, the Finnish report is more ambiguous. While the common Nordic energy market Nord
Pool is described as highly secure and adaptive, climate change might still increase variability and disruptions. Similarly, crucial oil and gas imports from Russia could suffer from interruptions.

The above estimations, however, seem to neglect the full impacts of global warming on the world economy. 2 °C of global warming has been estimated to lead to severe economic losses [74], which in turn is likely to cause at least some degree of global recession. Due to the global connectivity that the assessment also recognises, it is not clear that Finland will be protected from economic and geopolitical impacts, regardless of the geographic range of its trade partners.

The blind spots of the Finnish assessment are perhaps best illustrated by the case of the Arctic region. The report does note that extreme weather events will become more common in the Arctic region, causing risks and requiring new safety measures for transportation. Overwhelmingly, however, it presents climate change as an opportunity for Finnish Arctic policy due to new transportation routes and access to natural resources made available by the melting of the ice sheet [60]. The analysis appears to entirely overlook the global risks presented by the increasingly severe impact of climate change in the Arctic [75]. Moreover, the increased activity and interest in the Arctic has been argued to increase geopolitical risks, including for Finland [76].

The cross-border impacts become perhaps the most evident in the discussion of health and migration. According to the assessment, the ‘number and frequency of pathogens may increase in imported foodstuffs’ and new diseases will enter Finland also as a result of travel and population movements [60]. In addition, the report notes that climate change may increase global migration. It refers to the ‘refugee situation of 2015’ which suggests that some of the migration may also be directed to Finland.

Meanwhile, the Swedish report quite extensively acknowledges the global chains of geopolitical and economic impacts. In keeping with its own premises, however, it does not provide a full sectoral analysis, and is more ambiguous on the details of impacts. It notes, for instance, that as Sweden is in many ways integrated into the global energy market, it will also be influenced by its increased instability. The report also notes the risk of an intensified politicisation of energy, which could weaken Swedish energy security [59]. Likewise, the report points out that climate change may have significant consequences on Swedish food security due to global disruptions in production, but notes that the specific form of these impacts have so far not been studied.

The Swedish report points out migration as one of the priority sectors influenced by climate change. It argues that changes in living conditions around the world, as well as potentially rising risk of conflicts will force people to migrate, and some of this movement is likely to be directed towards Sweden. This may put a strain on Swedish social security services and increase pressure on facilitating integration into the society [59]. The Swedish assessment dates back to 2014, so unlike the Finnish one it does not refer to the refugee situation during 2015.

Both reports propose actions for taking geopolitical impacts into account in policy-making. The Finnish one calls for increased cross-sectoral and international coordination, but also suggest that it is possible to develop individual actions in various sectors to address specific impacts. In addition, the report emphasizes the need for a better understanding of the causal chains behind geopolitical impacts, particularly in a global context [60]. The Swedish report mainly calls for further, more comprehensive analysis and assessment to guide policy-making. However, it also recognises the need for cross-sectoral coordination. In addition, it suggests analysing the policies and strategic work carried out in other countries on the linkages of environment and security, pointing out the potential to learn from work that has already been done [59].

The recommendations correlate with the observation made above that there is a lack of recognition of the consequences that geopolitical changes may have on Finland and Sweden, whether in the Arctic, in neighbouring countries or in a wider international context. In other words, both the Finnish and Swedish assessments seem to be correct in pointing out that further research is needed. However, emerging knowledge on the geopolitics of environmental change will only be effective if it is utilised in
policy-making. The extent to which this is the case in Finland and Sweden is discussed in another article written by us [71].

4.3. Structural Impacts on Environmental Security in Finland and Sweden

While the previous sections have focused on the consequences of environmental change itself, the final one discusses the impacts of the measures taken in order to either mitigate it or adapt to it. Even in global terms, the territory is relatively uncharted, but implications especially in the field of energy transition are beginning to be acknowledged [77]. The impacts associated with energy transition are also included in a Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) study tracing the climate vulnerability of countries around the world. Although Finland and Sweden are the two least vulnerable countries in terms of their overall score, they both rank higher in the energy transition section: Finland is 47 and Sweden 56 out of 67 countries, where the first position indicates highest vulnerability [69]. The scores suggest that it may indeed be the structural transitions that pose the highest relative risks to countries like Finland and Sweden.

The Finnish climate impact assessment takes some note of the consequences of adaptation and mitigation on the energy sector. It points out that vast changes will be needed in order to cut greenhouse gas emissions by the required 80%–95% by 2050, and that Finnish development is highly dependent on global changes. However, on the basis of the National Energy and Climate Strategy for 2030, Finland is expected to become more energy independent [78] which would curb the risk of transboundary or geopolitical impacts. Another publicly commissioned study that examines energy transition from the point of view of Finland-Russia relations concludes that the increasing independence will make Finland less susceptible to Russian influence in the energy sector. On the other hand, Finnish dependence on Russian nuclear power is simultaneously increasing, which in turn may hold back the development of renewable energy production in Finland [79].

In Sweden, the geopolitical consequences of energy transition have been under even less scrutiny than in Finland. These are not mentioned in the main document on climate risks, which primarily focuses on local impacts [56]. The analysis of indirect impacts suggests that the Swedish energy sector will undergo changes as the overall European energy market and production balance develop, although it does not explicitly argue this would be due to policies for the mitigation of climate change. It does point out that interest in and demand for Swedish hydropower production may increase [59]. The Swedish Energy Agency has published a study on the transition to a sustainable energy system, but the challenges observed are limited to barriers such as lack of financing [66]. This document suggests that at least at the official level, energy transition appears to be perceived primarily as an opportunity for Sweden.

Moreover, the assessments in both Finland and Sweden are based on a limited perspective in which future changes are expected almost exclusively within the energy sector. The Finnish assessment does note that climate change may give rise to protectionism, although it is not explicitly stated whether this would be due to the policies to mitigate climate change or climate impacts as such [60]. In addition, the assessment points out that the increasing importance of carbon sinks in global climate negotiations might have significant consequences for Finnish forestry. However, it does not clarify what the effects would be like, apart from concluding that demand for Finnish wood could rise as a result of an increasing interest in sustainable forestry and wood-based products [60]. In other words, it does not take into account the possibility that international mitigation policies, such as EU regulations, would require increasing carbon sinks in forests. This would require Finland to reduce wood harvesting, potentially leaving forests as stranded assets for the forestry industry.

Although the Finnish and Swedish assessments attempt to consider environmental change in an interaction with some socio-economic and climate-related factors, they do so within a relatively static economic and societal system. In other words, they expect full the mitigation of climate change and full energy transition to accommodate to the prevailing conditions of the society. Yet, as the theory presented in Section 2 shows, the measures required to prevent environmental change from reaching a
critical threshold have to take place at a systemic level incorporating changes in behavior, governance and economics [16]. It has been argued that the present economic model based on constant growth is fundamentally irreconcilable with rapid cuts in emissions, and effective decarbonisation therefore necessitates a transition of the entire system [80]. Such radical changes, especially when combined with the urgency of taking action, will inevitably produce new opportunities and threats as well as winners and losers both domestically and globally. This may lead to societal instability and shifts in geopolitical relations, thereby creating new security issues. In particular, the transition poses a challenge to democratic decision-making, which needs to be able to rapidly come up with efficient climate policies while also ensuring that they are socially just and acceptable to various groups of the society.

By neglecting the structural impacts apart from some aspects of the energy transition, Finnish and Swedish analyses end up discounting a crucial dimension of the security consequences of environmental change. Assessments based on an analysis of separate sectors will not be able to produce a comprehensive picture of the changes ahead. Although precise predictions are impossible to come by due to the difficulty of factoring in simultaneous changes in different fields, further research can still help to widen our understanding of the dynamics involved. This is also a precondition to providing any insight on the adaptation impacts to aid policymaking.

5. Discussion

The analysis in the previous sections shows that the three-level classification helps to go beyond the usual focus on direct environmental security impacts and to get a more comprehensive perspective. It shows that even for relatively resilient countries like Finland and Sweden, environmental change creates various security issues. In addition, it confirms the expectation that while the level of recognition is good on local impacts and emerging on geopolitical impacts, structural impacts are to a large extent neglected in research and risk assessments.

Table 1 provides a framework for analysing environmental security impacts. Different impacts can be overlapping and simultaneous, and they are related in many ways. Yet the division into three categories makes it possible to see the different dynamics behind them. Local impacts are often possible to anticipate as an interaction of cause and effect, although they might still end up having wide and cross-sectoral consequences. Geopolitical impacts, on the other hand, usually have a crossborder aspect and require an understanding of complex linkages between countries and sectors. Meanwhile, structural impacts are analytically challenging as they for the most part refer to changes that have not yet been implemented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Framework of environmental security impacts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Impacts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storms, floods, droughts, heat waves and other extreme weather events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local, regional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short to long term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sectoral, cross-sectoral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geopolitical Impacts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict, migration, food shortages, disruptions in energy production, disruptions in resource flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional, global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short to long term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sectoral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structural Impacts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic shock in energy production patterns, failure of economic production system, erosion of democratic governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local, regional, global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System-level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An understanding of both the different dynamics of the impacts but also the inter-linkages between them can help to come up with ways to address them. For one thing, it shows that environmental security requires both domestic and international approaches. Local impacts may in some cases be possible to address purely through national policies, but geopolitical and structural impacts require an international perspective and foreign policy engagement. Moreover, environmental security at all levels seems to benefit from international cooperation and coordination.

In addition, our analysis suggests that there still is an acute need to go further explore the consequences of adapting to and mitigating environmental change. The current low level of recognition of the structural impacts makes it virtually impossible to produce ways to address them. Although some aspects are starting to be noted especially concerning changes in the energy sector, this will not suffice to perceive the full scale of the transition. Therefore, structural impacts in particular require coordination across sectors.

6. Conclusions

We argue that while local security impacts in the Nordic countries are relatively limited, it still is imperative to have an understanding of environmental security in the comprehensive sense. There are multiple geopolitical impacts and tipping points in the global system that will influence the Nordic countries as well. Although it is, at present, difficult to accurately predict the patterns that these factors will lead to, this should not be a reason for not taking them into account. On the contrary, it should prompt further inquiry.

What all environmental security impacts have in common is that while they undeniably influence the security of the society and individuals, they cannot be understood strictly as a matter of security policy in the narrow sense. They call for taking into account the security impacts of environmental change through risk assessments and preparedness while also integrating political, economic and societal perspectives. In other words, environmental security needs to be to some extent inclusive, thereby setting it in contrast with traditional formulations of security as a restricted sector, as discussed in Section 2 above. Yet this is not to argue that the entire security sector should be opened up. Our suggestion is to start interactions between security and various other sectors in the environmental case. This echoes the previously presented points by scholars like Trombetta [40] and Oels [41], suggesting that the security sector also needs to adopt new modes of action in the face of new threats.

The previous points become particularly compelling as environmental security discourse moves beyond the recognition of local impacts to acknowledging those associated with structural changes in the society. The transformations in energy and economics take place at a systemic level, and are highly unlikely to take place in an orderly manner without governance. The question is how to implement adequately effective and fast changes through the relatively slow democratic process. Yet at the same time, democratic governance is invaluable as a way to ensure that the transformations are equal and just. While it does not in itself work as a definite guarantee against discontent or instability, democracy provides the means to deal with them through open, participatory processes. In this context, the environmental security approach should aim to support decision-making by providing anticipatory insight into the society-wide and geopolitical implications of the transformation.
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